ALUTEAM - ALUMINUM TESTING, EDUCATION AND RESEARCH CENTER

ALUTEAM continues its activities with the support of the Aluminum Industrialists and Entrepreneurs Business Association (GALSİAD) and Istanbul Development Agency (ISTKA) under three headings

Providing training in order to cultivate a qualified labor force for the aluminum production sector.

Aluminum oriented research and development including developing technologies for improving the production process, using Industrial Rapid Prototyping to design and manufacture high value aluminum products and using an extruder press to manufacture aluminum profiles.

Accreditation testing for aluminum products.

References: Bayraktar Tactical Unmanned Arial Vehicle project, SDDS: Smart Defect Detection System for use in aluminum profile manufacturing, Tabletop Profile Section Analyzer (Cross-section Error Reporting Dimensional Optical Measurement System), Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul Mineral and Metals Exporters’ Association, 4 EL KALIP, İTÜ Biomedical Engineering Project, Kale Kilit, Salih Memecan, Enerji Makine, Seden Kitchenwares, ALKA Aluminum (Kazakhstan), Burak Aluminum, Şenkallar Aluminum, EVATEG (Özyeğin University), DG Grup Vizyon.

Location: Haliç Campus
Website: aluteam.fsm.edu.tr
Director: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ebubekir Koç